
Andrew Graham Dixon http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/tv/posts/A
rt-of-China Lost city of Sanxingdui

The discovery of treasures of the lost and ancient city 
Sanxingdui

Cast Bronze masks Roughly 3000 years old

10/9 JUMP

http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/tv/posts/Art-of-China


Ancient China
Oldest continuous culture in the world.  

Accomplishments: the Compass, paper, 
porcelain, wood block printing

Bronze casting was developed in Shang 
Dynasty. Predating African Bronze Casting.

Chinese painting is documented in 
literature  with reports admiring great skill 

and beauty. 

no ancient paintings survived the earliest 
period of Chinese history.



The beginnings of Chinese Civilization
Chinese art is visual art that, 
whether ancient or modern, 
originated in or is practiced 
in China or by Chinese 
artists or performers. Early so-
called "stone age art" dates back to 
10,000 BC, mostly consisting of 
simple pottery and sculptures. This 
early period was followed by a series 
of art dynasties, most of which lasted 
several hundred years. Art in the 
Republic of China (Taiwan) 
and that of Japan can also be 
considered part of Chinese 
art where it is based in or 
draws on Chinese heritage 
and Chinese culture.

Ritual lobed Tripod Cauldron
Chinese, Shang Dynasty. 11C BC
Bronze with inlaid black pigment. 



Chinese Dynasties

http://www.slideshare.net/dshimkhada/art11-chinese-art

Neolithic Era      3000-1600 B.C.E

Shang Dynasty     1600 - 1050 B.C.E.

Chou Dynasty    1050 - 256 B.C.E.

Chin Dynasty    221 - 206 B.C.E.

Han Dynasty    206 B.C.E. to 220 C.E.

Six Dynasty        220 - 581

Sui Dynasty        581 - 618

Tang Dynasty    618 - 906

Five Dynasty    907 - 960

Song Dynasty    960 - 1279

Yuan Dynasty    1279 - 1368

Ming Dynasty    1368 - 1644

Ching Dynasty    1633 - 912

Republic of China    1911 - 1949

People’s Republic of China 1949 to present



Buddhism
- Originated in India and had traveled to China -

Han Dynasty 206 bc - 220 ce

- Influenced the way artists approached art. 
Harmony of humans and nature.

- Meditation - focus on one thing to explore and 
understand its beauty and greater clarity. This 
idea translates into their paintings. Chinese art of 
the last 2000yrs has been influenced by 
Buddhism and Meditation

- Raised respect and admiration in Chinese society

- Art and poetry became highly regarded and 
honorable. Calligraphy was considered beautiful 
writing.

- Offered comfort and an idea of peace in the 
afterlife. Brought “enlightenment” and peace to 
the people

- Bodhisattva: Buddha to be

Standing Buddha. Chinese, Wei Dynasty
AD. 477  Gilt Bronze

Currently in Met Museum  NYC



Practice some Ink and water painting in your sketchbook



Ancient China Project
watercolor a Chinese 

style landscape
or

take your chinese zodiac 
symbol into a scroll 
landscape design

Due: 10/26 - 27

HW: 2 pg chinese style drawings to go with notes



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaaZj7BZADkhttp://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/terra-cotta-soldiers-on-the-march-30942673/?no-ist

Terra Cotta Army
Mausoleum of the First Qin Empero
Buried with Emperor 210 - 209BCE

Created 221BC

10/20 JUMP

Terra Cotta Army
Mausoleum of the First Qin 

Emperor
Buried with Emperor 210 - 209BCE

Created 221BC
Video 12min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaaZj7BZADk


http://ceramicartsdaily.org/pottery-
making-techniques/handbuilding-

techniques/video-of-the-week-a-great-
lesson-plan-for-understanding-clay-and-

the-human-figure/

Using these Terra Cotta Soilder 
photos

create a sketch of a detailed 
solider in your sketchbook
Then using Terra Cotta clay 

create your design
2D to 3D



Text

Ni Zan (1301 -1374) 

10/25 JUMP



Daoism / Taoism is an ancient 
tradition of philosophy and 

religious belief that is deeply 
rooted in Chinese customs 

and worldview.

Taoist ideas became popular 
throughout the world through 
Tai Chi Chuan, Qigong, and 

martial arts. Yin and yang are 
a binary pair used to represent 

the contrasts showing 
different characteristics in the 
world. Opposites that cannot 

live without the other.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/taoism/ataglance/glance.shtml

Yin and Yang
What
does

it
mean?



Confucius, according to Chinese tradition, was a thinker, political 
figure, educator, and founder of the Ru School of Chinese 

thought.[1] His teachings, preserved in the Lunyu or Analects, form the 
foundation of much of subsequent Chinese speculation on the 

education and comportment of the ideal man, how such an 
individual should live his life and interact with others, and 

the forms of society and government in which he should 
participate. Fung Yu-lan, one of the great 20thcentury authorities on the 
history of Chinese thought, compares Confucius' influence in 

Chinese history with that of Socrates in the West

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/confucius/

se2.mm.bing.net%2Fth%3Fid%3DWN.ETWELNl6WVvp2fZe%252fGe08w%26pid%3D15.1%26h%3D168%26w%3D300%26c%3D7%26rs%3D1&rurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch

tps://video.search.yahoo.com/video/play;_ylt=A2KLqITgfDZWu34AsBksnIlQ;_ylu=X3oDMTBzM3UzbjRzBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDdmlkBHZ0aWQDBGdwb3MDMTA-?p=confucius&vid=b49d31d87d9e4ba742a9a3e5e98a6
c84&turl=http%3A%2F%2Ftse3.mm.bing.net%2Fth%3Fid%3DWN.jlbZ1DXx8WLpvowKqUVLWw%26pid%3D15

tps%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dty1RCzT3GFY&tit=Confucius+Biography&c=9&h=168&w=300&l=113&sigr=11b24fpoe&sigt=10j06rvji&sigi=12l1cu148&age=1349380083&fr2=p%3As%2Cv%3A

https://video.search.yahoo.com/video/play;_ylt=A2KLqITgfDZWu34AsBksnIlQ;_ylu=X3oDMTBzM3UzbjRzBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDdmlkBHZ0aWQDBGdwb3MDMTA-?p=confucius&vid=b49d31d87d9e4ba742a9a3e5e98a6


551 B.C.E. to 479 B.C.E
Life of Confucius
500 B.C.E
Probable life of Chinese philosopher Lao-Tzu, founder 
of Taoism and author of the Tao-Te-Ching. 
500 BCE
Probable life of Sun-Tzu, Military Strategist, author of 
The Art of War. 
500 BCE
Life of the Chinese Sophist/Philosopher Teng Shih 
(probable date of death 522 or 502 BCE).

470 BCE - 391 BCE
Life of the Chinese pacifist philosopher Mo Ti, founder 
of Mohism.



Tung Yuan mansions in the mountains of paradise
962 ce  ink and color on silk

Two Eagles, dated 1702
Bada Shanren (Zhu Da) 
(Chinese, 1626–1705)
Hanging scroll, ink on 
paper; 73 x 35 3/8 in. 

(185.4 x 90 cm)

Han Dynasty focused on human form. By the 9 ce Chinese 
artists were appreciating nature. Artists sought out places 
with leisurely walks/hikes for meditation and inspiration. 
Chinese artists gained skills by spending years copying 
earlier works. Artists would then add personal touches. 



Choose one quote. Illustrate or 
write what the quote means to you.

Learning without thought is 
labor lost; 

thought without learning is 
perilous.

The superior man is modest 
in his speech, 

but exceeds in his actions.



Grab a watercolor set
and create background 

color on the paper I give you.
This is to stay in your

sketchbook



Draw the koi fish on top 
of the watercolor 

background in ink. Paste in 
sketchbook when done

HW: 10/19 - 2 pgs of art of china to 
go with your notes

Watercolor techniques pasted in SB

Rough draft - then watercolor 
project

-Chinese landscape OR Chinese 
zodiac  DUE: 10/27

Magazine article responses on 
Ancient China - DUE: 11/2-3

CRITIQUES: 10/ 23rd - 27th



Take out your watercolor
background from yesterday

and draw the Koi with
a different medium



Scrolls: long roll of illustrated parchment silk.
on mural walls of burial chambers Chinese 

paintings were vertical and horizontal

Roman Empire brought the end of Han Dynasty. 
China was divided and not strong enough to reunite. 
By 618 T’ang Dynasty assumed control for 300 yrs. 

Sculptures produced were religious and honored 
the dead. Buddhists looking forward to a 
peaceful life commissioned thousands of 

Buddha sculptures and animals. Horses were 
highly prized.

906 T’ang Collapses. 
960 Sung Dynasty brings back stability.

Saddled Piebald Horse   Chinese T’ang 
Dynasty 618-907    Earthenware

Han Kan Handscroll  Night-Shining White 742-
56  ink on paper



Porcelain: Fine grained high 
quality form of China.
Very rare clay called Kaolin. 

Sculptures during the Sung 
Dynasty represent Buddha as 
natural and relaxed

Ting ware. Chinese Sung Dynasty

Sung also known for great 
landscape. A goal was to 
make you feel apart of the 
piece. Scrolls unraveled with 
multiple perspectives to offer 
the idea of a journey.

Mongols under Genghis Khan end Sung 
Dynasty. 



Wang Hui  The Peach Blossom Fishing Boat
Ching Dynasty  ink and color on paper 11/4 JUMP



“EVOLUTION”   2015    Michael Cheval    oils

find this
R.A.P in 
your sb



        life is a subject to this law. Social and personal relationships grow and develop complication.                  

https://www.parkwestgallery.com/6-michael-
cheval-artworks-explained-by-the-artist/36934

Religious Relationship
       days of deities, ceremonies for good harvests, house clearings (of bad spirits) and exorcisms of plagues o                  

https://www.chineseshadowpuppetry.com/r
eligious-relationship

Cheval interpretation:

Chinese Connection:



Ch’ien Hsuan   Wang Hsi-chih  Watching Geese  Handscroll

Ghengis Khan and grandson Kublai Khan = Yuan 
Dynasty. Handscrolls were meant to be examined 
slowly, quietly and in private. Learn to see more of 

what is not there - a meditative process. 

Confident brush strokes with no error. Most paintings 
were created from the mind. Remembering the 

pictures in your mind from your meditation. 

Ming Dynasty in 1368 ends foreign rule. Artists 
restore the past. Porcelein with Blue glazing is a 

huge accomplishment where design complimented 
form. 

pair of vases
Mei-p’ing  1426-35

Porcelain with blue underglaze



The painting of women has a long history in China. There are 
paintings of ladies on silk excavated from as early as the graves of the 
Warring States (475-221 BC) and the Western Han Dynasty (206 BC-24 
AD). Women are still one of the most important themes in painting 
nowadays, and their liveliness is captured very well.

The painting of beautiful women, as 
a special catalogue, began to appear 
in the third century and saw an early 
development during the Jin Dynasty 
(265-420) and the Northern and 
Southern Dynasties (420-589). 
Paintings mainly depicted 
virtuous women in ancient times 
or female celestials from fairy 
tales. These figures often came 
from poems or stories.

artists focused on how to show 
the women's spirit through their 
appearance



In the Song Dynasty (960-1279), 
society stabilized, and the economy 
and culture prospered. The painting of 
beautiful women changed again and 
the themes of the paintings expanded. 
While including noble women and 
fairies, the artists also began to 
feature poor women who lived at the 
bottom rung of the social ladder.

The Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) was 
ruled by Mongolian nobles. The social 
reality and ethnic unrest caused many 
artists to go into hiding in the 
countryside. They created more 
landscape paintings to show their 
feelings on seclusion, so there were 
fewer beauties' pictures during this 
period.



The Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) was a period 
of stability and the painting of beautiful 
women became more advanced during this 
period with the active participation of the 
artists. In addition to portraying women in 
life, women from dramas, novels, and 
legends became popular themes for the 
artists to paint. There was more aestheticism 
than in the Song Dynasty - the women were 
graceful, comely and full of feminine beauty 
in the beauties' pictures of this time.

In the last period of feudal society, the Qing 
Dynasty (1644-1911), beauties' pictures 
exceeded other paintings in importance. 
Beauties' pictures gradually broke away from 
real life and became more generalized. No 
matter what kind of portrait women were 
featured in--virtuous ladies, noble women or 
female soldiers, they all looked the same in 
shape. They had slender necks, thin 
shoulders, willowy waists, long faces, narrow 
eyes and cherry lips. Royal artists and 
literary artists all emphasized women's 
weaknesses and fragility.

Artists who painted figures of women 
did not do so to show their respect for women. 

Women were just pieces of art at that time. 
So the growing status of beauties' pictures 

reflected 
the diminishing status of women in reality.



Chinese Foot Binding
http://www.lisasee.com/images/foot
binding/footbinding.htm

Footbinding was first banned in 
1912, but some continued binding 
their feet in secret. Some of the last 
survivors of this barbaric practice 
are still living in Liuyicun, a village 
in Southern China's Yunnan 
province.

Wang Lifen was just 7 years old 
when her mother started binding 
her feet: breaking her toes and 
binding them underneath the sole of 
the foot with bandages. After her 
mother died, Wang carried on, 
breaking the arch of her own foot to 
force her toes and heel ever closer. 
Now 79, Wang no longer remembers 
the pain.

http://www.lisasee.com/images/footbinding/footbinding.htm


Did you know every culture has 
a Cinderella story?

Fairy tales and stories told to children is across cultures.  They 
reflect the culture and values held by the people. Such Zen 
Stories capture the essence of the Japanese way of life.

You will have till the end of our Asian unit to complete either a 
Landscape, storybook illustration, sketch book a finished piece 
of  17 x 11



Early Spring
Guo XI

Hanging Scroll
ink and color on silk

5’ / 1.59 Meters

11/6 Reading a Painting



Links:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_art

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hi/te_index.asp?i=9

http://www.princeton.edu/~achaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/History_of_Chinese_art.html

http://www.art-and-archaeology.com/timelines/tl001.html

http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/c/chinese.html

http://archive.artsmia.org/art-of-asia/history/chinese-dynasty-guide.cfm

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/719288/Chinese-art

http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/bodhisattva-from-china.html

http://quizlet.com/22741270/barrons-ap-art-history-chinese-flashcards-flash-cards/

http://www.ducksters.com/history/china/timeline_of_ancient_china.php

http://www.bowers.org/index.php/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/190-china-s-lost-civilization-
the-mystery-of-sanxingdui

http://sino-impression.com/Culture2009114133930.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_art
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hi/te_index.asp?i=9
http://www.princeton.edu/%7Eachaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/History_of_Chinese_art.html
http://www.art-and-archaeology.com/timelines/tl001.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/c/chinese.html
http://archive.artsmia.org/art-of-asia/history/chinese-dynasty-guide.cfm
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/719288/Chinese-art
http://smarthistory.khanacademy.org/bodhisattva-from-china.html
http://quizlet.com/22741270/barrons-ap-art-history-chinese-flashcards-flash-cards/
http://www.ducksters.com/history/china/timeline_of_ancient_china.php
http://www.bowers.org/index.php/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/190-china-s-lost-civilization-the-mystery-of-sanxingdui
http://sino-impression.com/Culture2009114133930.html


Learning without thought is 
labor lost; 

thought without learning is 
perilous.

The superior man is modest 
in his speech, 

but exceeds in his actions.

Friday: HW Due   
a. Thematic essay response
b. calligraphy page
c. Terra cotta army notes

1 page of Chinese drawings



Describe the art elements that are 
found in this work.

1.Secular
2. Oba
3.Scarification
4.Raffia
5.Convex
6.Concave
7. _________ is universally 

regarded as one of Africa’s 
greatest contribution to the world 
culture.

8.African Art has these primary 
themes:

Africa & China Quiz



9.  Compare and contrast the sculptures of these two 
African Queens.

10. Roughly how many cultural groups are there 
on the African continent?

11. In a few sentences explain what influenced the 
style cubism.  Who is the artist and what sparked his 
imagination?



12.  What is this and for what 
purpose was it used?

13.  In a few sentences tell 
what you know about african 
art and the culture.



14.  List as many as you can the major accomplishments of 
ancient Chinese culture.

15.  How does the practice of meditation translate into the 
Chinese style of painting?

16.  Where did Buddhism originate?

Meditation is….

17.  What is another name for beautiful writing?

18.  What are the terra cotta warriors?  Please explain in a few 
sentences the significance of these sculptures.



19.  What is a dynasty?  How many have there been in 
China?

20.  What happened to the Han dynasty?

21. In what ways did art change during the Yuan dynasty?

22. In a few sentences write about your thoughts on foot 
binding.


